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nsport properties of twin domains
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The past decade has seen the unprecedentedly rapid emergence of a new class of solar cells based on

mixed organic–inorganic halide perovskites. The power conversion efficiency (PCE) of halide perovskite

solar cells since then has quickly risen above 25% in single-junction devices and 30% in tandem devices.

Twin domains within polycrystalline grains have been recently reported in this material, nevertheless,

their roles associated with both ionic and charge carrier transport properties are still to be fully

understood. Here, combining molecular dynamic (MD) simulations with nanoscale scanning probe

microscopy investigations, we reveal unique properties of the twin domains that exhibit vital channels for

ion migration and influence charge separation and collection. Our nanoscale elemental analysis using

photo-induced force microscopy reveals that the domain structure possesses an alternating chemical

compositional variation, rich and poor in cations for low topography domains (LTDs) and high

topography domains (HTDs) respectively. Also, Kelvin probe force microscopy (KPFM) measurements

confirm that LTDs provide a confined tunnel for cation vacancy migration. This phenomenon is

supported by the MD simulation which suggests the presence of the twin domain wall causes

a reduction in the crystal symmetry and appearance of a strain field. Lastly, KPFM and conductive AFM

(c-AFM) under illumination show that both photovoltage and photocurrent are higher at LTDs due to the

effective charge collection by ion accumulation. This work highlights important elements of the

nanoscale intragrain feature that may pave the way to high-efficiency perovskite solar cells.
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Introduction

Organometal halide perovskites (OHPs) have emerged as an
outstanding optoelectronic material for various applications
such as photovoltaics,1,2 photodetectors,3 radiation detectors4

and light-emitting diodes.5 In particular, tremendous
improvement in the photoconversion efficiency of solar cells
has been achieved within the short time of their development,
from 3.8% in 2007 to a recent certied record over 25.7%.6 This
is primarily owing to the superior optoelectronic properties of
OHP solar cells such as high optical absorption coefficient,
tunable bandgap, long carrier diffusion length, defect-
tolerance, and high ambipolar charge carrier mobility.7–11

OHP lms prepared by using the solution or vapor processes are
polycrystalline in nature and possess various types of structural
defects such as grain boundaries, twin boundaries, and point
defects that result in both structural and electrical inhomoge-
neity. Local electronic and structural characterization tech-
niques have revealed that these defects cause facet-dependent
charge transport properties,12,13 halide segregation,14 ion
migration through grain boundaries,15,16 and local strain and
bandgap inhomogeneity.17,18 The effect of these defects on
J. Mater. Chem. A, 2023, 11, 16743–16754 | 16743
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overall solar cell performance is signicant,19,20 and a detailed
understanding is vital for further developments.

Previously, we reported that grain boundaries in MAPbI3
lms exhibit benecial effects in terms of charge transport
properties.21 Later, we explored mixed cation and halide
perovskites and reported that the grain boundaries are prefer-
ential channels for ion migration.15 This property arises due to
the structural properties of the grain boundaries which have
a lack of chemical bonding, thus providing a larger open space
for ionmigration compared to the grain interiors.22 Accordingly,
the activation energy of ion migration at the grain boundaries is
expected to be lower than in the grain interior.23 Recently,
another important type of nanoscale structural defect, i.e. fer-
roelastic twin domains, has attracted signicant attention in
both single composition (MAPbI3) andmixed perovskites. These
domains have lateral spacings between 40 and 350 nm and exist
within individual grains of the halide perovskites lms and
single crystals, as revealed by piezoresponse force microscopy
(PFM)24–28 and transmission electron microscopy (TEM).29 OHPs
in the tetragonal phase can have six crystallographic orientation
states, which can manifest in ferroic stripe domains.30 Roth-
mann et al.29 reported that these domains are appearing and
disappearing upon cooling/heating in a reversible process at the
cubic-to-tetragonal phase transition temperature (approxi-
mately 57 °C). Therefore, it was suspected that the domain
formation is due to the appearance of spontaneous strain
associated with the tetragonal state at the phase transition. This
evidence on the existence of twin domains has led to the
examination of various associated optoelectronic and material
properties. It was shown that the domains have variations of the
electrical and electromechanical properties due to alternating
high and low methylammonium concentration in MAPbI3
perovskite24 and that these domains have minor impact on the
photoluminescence behavior.31 Another interesting point has
been raised, namely that twin domains can affect ionic mobility
and conne ion diffusion.32 The twin domain pattern was also
observed in mixed perovskite lms of (FAPbI3)0.85(MAPbBr3)0.15,
which has been reported by our group. It was reported by us that
light and bias can induce structural modulation of the domain
structure.33 Recently, a negligible inuence on electronic
transport properties of the twin walls (TWs) in single crystal
MAPbI3 perovskite has been reported.31 On the other hand,
others argue that ferroelastic twin domains heavily inuence
charge carrier diffusion in MAPbI3.32 Therefore, further work is
required regarding the relationship between charge carrier
transport and twin domain structures, and their correlation
with optoelectronic properties of OHPs.

In this work, we use both theoretical and experimental
methods to investigate the properties of the domain structure
and overall material system. Using photo-induced force
microscopy (PiFM), we discover the topographical facet of the
domain pattern, alternating high and low topography heights,
which features both MA and FA cation compositional variance.
Our bias voltage dependent Kelvin probe force microscopy
(KPFM) reveals that the low topography domains (LTDs) are
channels for ion migration, thus, promoting the overall
increase of ion migration of the domain system. This
16744 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2023, 11, 16743–16754
observation is supported by molecular dynamics (MD) simula-
tions which suggest that iodide ion diffusivity is enhanced by
a factor of 2.4 in the twin domain system compared to a single
domain system. This is owing to a breaking of crystal symme-
tries at the ferroelastic TWs when an electric-eld is applied to
the system. Furthermore, we examine charge separation and
collection properties of the domain system using KPFM and
conductive atomic force microscopy (c-AFM) under illumina-
tion. Our results highlight the unique nanoscale charge trans-
port properties of the twin domain system that can inuence
the device performance.

Firstly, we consider the microstructural features of domains
in the perovskite. We adopted a compositional engineered OHP
in the form of (FAPbI3)0.85(MAPbBr3)0.15, which has been shown
to be one of the most effective ways to realize record-efficiency
perovskite solar cells. The structure of the samples consists of
a FTO/c-TiO2/m-TiO2/(FAPbI3)0.85(MAPbBr3)0.15 conguration
that ensures device-relevant morphological and associated
electronic functionality. The solar cell architecture and the
perovskite composition used in this study results in typical
power conversion efficiencies of 18–20% when a full device
structure is made using spiro-MeOTAD as a hole transport
material and gold contacts.34 A typical J–V characteristic of the
device is shown in Fig. S1a.† X-ray diffraction (XRD) data of the
perovskite layer is displayed in Fig. S1b† which reveals strong
(110) crystal orientation. All experiments are carried out under
ambient conditions with a relative humidity of 30–40% and
consistent and repetitive results could be demonstrated. Note
that the composition used in our study is signicantly stable
under ambient air and does not degrade during our measure-
ments. No topographic changes are observed in Fig. S2.†

Many mixed perovskites suffer from phase segregation, this
phenomenon occurs severely in composition with higher Br
concentration, especially above 25%. This was attributed to the
strain activated light-induced phase segregation in mixed
perovskites with higher Br concentration.35 We also previously
investigated the phase segregation in (FAPbI3)0.85(MAPbBr3)0.15
composition using photoluminescence (PL) spectroscopy,
revealing no peak splitting over time under illumination.36 This
means phase segregation does not appear signicantly in this
composition under illumination. Again, note that the solar cells
using (FAPbI3)0.85(MAPbBr3)0.15 composition show highly effi-
cient and stable performance.1,37,38 In addition, it has been
demonstrated that light-induced halide segregation is absent in
MAPb(I0.85Br0.15) perovskite due to suppression of local strains,
and the phase segregation from localized strains occurs as Br
concentration increases.35

PFM technique allows to probe local electromechanical
responses and polarization states as a functional AFM mode. In
particular, the ferroelastic nanostructures can be explored by
using PFM. Typically, PFM amplitude responses provide
a magnitude of local electromechanical coupling while phase
signals give information on local polarization orientation. To
explore ferroelastic twin domains, we utilize PFM technique
here. Fig. 1 shows the 3D AFM topography of the sample
surface. There are some grains that have stripe-like corrugated
features corresponding to ferroelastic domains. Most likely,
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2023
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Fig. 1 Twin domain patterns in a (FAPbI3)0.85(MAPbBr3)0.15 film. (a) 3D AFM topography image (2 × 2 mm). (b) Magnified 3D topography image
(white circle in (a) and GB denotes grain boundary) and (c) corresponding PFM amplitude image. (d) Change in height and out-of-plane piezo-
response amplitude profiles (averaged line profiles in (b) and (c)) where ND and WD represent narrow domain and wide domain, respectively.
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these types of domains are easily found in MAPbI3 lms.24–28 We
also have previously reported that such domains can be struc-
turally modulated under electrical bias and light in
(FAPbI3)0.85(MAPbBr3)0.15 composition.33 A magnied image of
a single perovskite grain with periodic domains is shown in
Fig. 1b and the corresponding piezo-response amplitude image
is shown in Fig. 1c. To investigate the topological structure of
the domains, line proles (see Fig. 1d) in height and amplitude
are obtained from Fig. 1b and c. From this prole, there is an
alternating wide (60–80 nm) and narrow (10–20 nm) domain
pattern. From our previous report, the domains in the mixed
perovskite are generated from the cubic to tetragonal phase
transition during the cooling process of the material.33 The
phase transition is accompanied by a loss of translational
symmetry, resulting in the formation of twin domains or anti-
phase domains.39 We notice that an alternating PFM amplitude
variation (Fig. 1c) follows the topographical feature of the
domain pattern. As can be seen, a wave pattern consisting of low
topography domains (LTDs) corresponding to narrow domain
(ND) and high topography domains (HTDs) corresponding to
wide domain (WD) are visible from the height prole (Fig. 1d)
and the corresponding amplitude at LTDs is always lower
compared to the HTDs.

Previously, various PFM modes are used to study the topo-
graphic crosstalk in single composition MAPbI3.24 Topographic
crosstalk is the topography-related contrast in AFM-based
functional scanning. All scanning probe microscopy tech-
niques suffer from the topographic crosstalk that can interrupt
quantitative measurements. To avoid this unwanted effect,
band excitation (BE)-PFM and dual AC resonance tracking
(DART)-PFM techniques have been developed. With BE-PFM
mode,40 the observed twin domains are very similar to the
case of using single frequency PFM. Thus, through the repeat-
able PFM measurements in our study, we rule out the topo-
graphic crosstalk in the observed twin domain systems. Further,
when it has a–c domain conguration, twin domains typically
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2023
correspond to the topographic features in ferroelectrics.41

Please note that a–c domain is alternating out-of-plane domains
along the a-axis, up- or down-polarized directions, and in-plane
domains along the c-axis corresponding to vertical directions of
the a-axis. The a–c domain conguration is shown in Fig. S3.†
Our result reveals alternating out-of-plane and in-plane PFM
phase responses where in-plane phase responses at LTDs are
shied compared to out-of-plane responses. This indicates that
different polarized components are mixed in the twin domains
of mixed perovskites but this is not perfectly alternating due to
inhomogeneous ferroelasticity even within the grain.

Next, we evaluate the chemical composition of the domain
structure using PiFM. In PiFM, the sample's response to mid-IR
radiation is recorded within the optical near-eld of a scattering
AFM tip. This technique allows mapping of infrared spectro-
scopic ngerprints revealing the sample's local chemical
composition with few nanometer lateral resolution. The photo-
induced force spectra of the (FAPbI3)0.85(MAPbBr3)0.15 lms are
measured at different spots as shown in Fig. S4.† The laser used
for the PiFMmeasurements was a quantum cascade laser (QCL)
with a range of 770–1890 cm−1 with an intensity range of 0.1–0.5
mW. Two peaks at 1460 cm−1 (symmetric NH3

+ bend) and
1714 cm−1 (C–N antisymmetric stretching) are visible, which
corresponds to MA+ and FA+ cation molecules, respectively.36,42

We conrm that there is no variation in the peak positions
across different spots, especially vertical black lines (Fig. S4c†).
Further, intensity variations are observed in the different spots
as shown in the inset of Fig. S4c.† A relatively much higher
intensity of the FA+ related peak (1714 cm−1), above 1.4 mV, is
attributed to higher amount of FA+ molecules compared to the
MA+ peak (1460 cm−1) with an intensity below 0.2 mV. This is
due to that the composition of our lm is the (FAPbI3)0.85(-
MAPbBr3)0.15. Fig. 2 displays the AFM topography and the cor-
responding PiFM spatial maps, revealing the domain
structures. As can be seen, the domain pattern with HTDs and
LTDs is clearly visible in topography (Fig. 2a). The
J. Mater. Chem. A, 2023, 11, 16743–16754 | 16745
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Fig. 2 Topography and PiFM imaging of (FAPbI3)0.85(MAPbBr3)0.15 perovskites. (a) Topography map. PiFM maps at photo-induced force spectra
of (b) 1460 cm−1 (MA+ molecule) and (c) 1714 cm−1 (FA+ molecule). (d) A overlaid PiFM map at both wavenumbers (1460 cm−1 and 1714 cm−1).
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corresponding PiFM maps at 1460 cm−1 and 1714 cm−1 are
displayed in Fig. 2b and c respectively. It can be seen that the
domain pattern consists of alternating low and high intensities
in both maps. This implies that there is a compositional vari-
ation across the domains. Particularly, a relatively stronger
contrast variation between 450 and 250 mV is clearer in the
1460 cm−1 map compared to having the same signals at around
280 mV in the 1714 cm−1 map. Our result reveals alternating
concentration of MA+ cations corresponding to the topographic
features contribute to the formation of twin domains. Fig. 2d
shows a 3D overlaid map with combined PiFM maps at both
wavenumbers with topography. The deciency in LTDs is only
correlated with MA+ because the FA+ contrast is not so
pronounced, homogeneous FA+ concentration in the domains.
However, FA+ decient region (almost 0 mV) is observed at
intersection among the grains where MA+ is dominant over 200
mV. This might be why GBs and ferroelastic twin domains have
different transport dynamics. As can be seen, red (1460 cm−1)
contrast is signicantly lower below 50 mV at the LTDs, indi-
cating a deciency of MA+ cations. Such alternating LTDs and
HTDs could be responsible for a local distortion of the crystal
16746 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2023, 11, 16743–16754
lattice due to the A site deciency, e.g., MA+ cation,24 and twin
domains with different crystal facets.24

In order to observe ionic motion in the twin domain system
under the inuence of an electric eld, we performed two-pass
KPFM with varying bias voltages (BVs), the detailed experi-
mental setup is described in Fig. S5† and additional informa-
tion on the used KPFM can be found in ESI Note 1.†Note that all
KPFM data is normalized setting down to 0 value to directly
compare them each other. Fig. 3 shows a series of contact
potential difference (CPD) maps at different external BVs. Aer
conducting multiple and prolonged AFM measurements at
room temperature (∼25 °C) with a relative humidity of 30–40%,
we conrm that there is no evidence of degradation. The data
collected in Fig. 3 is obtained over a period of 2 hours at
ambient conditions with applied BVs and no noticeable alter-
ation in the topography is observed in Fig. S6.† We believe that
the domains do not have signicant impact on stability during
our experiments. When there is no BV (0 V), alternating LTDs
and HTDs are visible with high and low CPD contrast that
follows the domain pattern, as shown in Fig. 3a and f. Line
proles of topography and CPD maps are displayed in Fig. S7.†
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2023
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Fig. 3 DC bias electric field-driven ion migration observed in KPFM measurements. (a–e) Normalized CPD spatial maps when a positive bias
voltage (BV) is applied to the tip with different biases and (f–j) a negative BV is applied to the tip with different biases. Schematic illustration of
positive ions (organic cations) at LTDs under (k) built-in electric field (equilibrium), (l) positive BV applied tip, and (m) negative BV applied tip. CPD
profiles across LTDs with 0 V and (n) +3.5 V (o) −3.5 V. The profiles are taken from the white lines in (e) (+3.5 V) and (j) (−3.5 V).
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Here, we use a gold tip (work function Fgold = 5.1 eV), therefore,
the lower CPD at LTDs indicates that work function of the LTDs
is relatively closer to the Fgold as the CPD corresponds to a work
function difference between the tip (Ftip) and sample (Fsample).
This observation can be linked with above PiFM results, which
suggests segregation of the cation vacancies at the LTDs. Cation
vacancies create energy levels close to the valence band,15,43,44

resulting in lowering of the Fermi energy level, thus cation
vacancies are pushed towards the surface15 by the built-in
potential.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2023
Fig. 3a–j display an evolution of CPD spatial maps when
electric eld is established toward the sample surface with
positive (Fig. 3l) and negative (Fig. 3m) BVs applied to the tip. As
the positive bias increases from 0 to +3.5 V (Fig. 3a–e), the
overall CPD increases as the positive polarity attracts the
negative ions such as halides, or positive ions such as cations
are away from the surface. We observe that this phenomenon is
reversible as shown in Fig. S8† although there are some differ-
ences in CPDmaps when the applied bias is zero back since it is
not fully relaxed. Interestingly, the CPD of the LTDs increases
J. Mater. Chem. A, 2023, 11, 16743–16754 | 16747
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predominantly compared to the HTDs, clearly showing bright
contrast as the BV increases. Conversely, when the potential
direction is reversed (Fig. 3f–j), the CPD values at the LTDs
become gradually lower compared to the HTDs. In this case,
reversible effect is observed at the same region in Fig. S9.†
Similarly, CPD is not back to the original condition when BVs
return to zero as relaxation of charge carriers does not
completely occur. Fig. 3n and o present the CPD line proles
across the LTDs with positive and negative ±3.5 V, respectively.
At 0 V, LTDs have lower CPD compared to the adjacent HTDs
and this is completely reversed when positive +3.5 V is applied
to the tip as a result of predominant migration of cation
vacancies towards a TiO2 layer that increases CPD as shown in
Fig. 3n. An exactly opposite phenomenon occurs when applying
−3.5 V, exhibiting a decrease in CPD at the LTDs due to
attracting the cation vacancies towards the tip. Also, it is note-
worthy to mention that the CPD variation across the LTDs does
not have pronounced broader widths aer applying both BVs,
implying that the ion migration occurs like a conned tunnel
within the LTDs. In other words, nearby mobile ions do not
preferentially migrate to the LTDs, for instance, there is no
lateral migration of the ions towards the LTDs.

To elucidate the enhanced ion migration in the domain
system through the LTDs, we performed molecular dynamic
(MD) simulations. In addition to the ion migration activation
energy, structural variations must be taken into account when
contemplating ion migration.45,46 Therefore, our MD simula-
tions focus to reveal further atomistic insight into the structure
of OHP ferroelastic twin domains and to understand the
microscopic mechanisms sustaining ionmigration within them
based on the previously reported and successfully tested MYP
force eld.47,48

Initially, we generated a 90° ferroelastic twin domain
geometry based on the low-temperature (low-T) orthorhombic
phase (non-polar, space group Pnma) of bulk OHPs, in which
the iodide octahedral rotations follow the a−a−a+ pattern in
Glazer notation and the organic molecules MA remain orien-
tationally ordered (Fig. 4a). We should note that it is not
possible to construct an analogous ferroelastic twin domain
system based on the high-T cubic phase of bulk OHPs, due to
the lack of order-parameter anisotropies. On the other hand,
the employed MYP force eld is tested to the LTDs to under-
estimate the c/a ratio of the tetragonal phase, thus we consider
here the orthorhombic symmetry. The technical details of our
twin domain simulations considering nite temperatures and
electric elds can be found in the Methods section.

Under application of an external electric eld, important
structural and ion-transport differences appear between the
ferroelastic twin and single domain systems (Fig. 4b and c). It is
found that the single domain remains largely unresponsive to
the electric bias (as it was expected owing to the non-polar
nature of the orthorhombic Pnma phase), whereas the ferroe-
lastic twin domain undergoes a noticeable elongation that
roughly increases with the square of the electric eld modulus
(particularly, as v23/vE2 = +5.7 cm2 kV−2). The cause of such
a large eld-induced elongation is the breaking of crystal
symmetries at the ferroelastic domain wall (Fig. 4a and b),
16748 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2023, 11, 16743–16754
which makes the ferroelastic twin domain system locally non-
centrosymmetric and therefore responsive to electric bias (we
note that a similar local symmetry breaking effect has been
reported recently for ferroelastic twin domains in the halide
perovskite CsPbBr349). Besides elongation, the electric eld
induces other important structural distortions in the twin
domain system like for instance alignment of most organic
molecules and signicant depletion of the I6 octahedral rota-
tions in one of the two ferroelastic domains (red circle in
Fig. 4b).

The large eld-induced lattice elongation found in the ferroe-
lastic twin domain has crucial consequences for the ion-transport
properties of the system. Fig. 4d shows the mean-squared
displacement of iodide and lead atoms, Dr2, calculated at T =

300 K in the single domain and ferroelastic twin domain systems
considering the presence and absence of electric elds in the
single domain system, we do not nd any signicant difference
between zero and nite electric elds, hence we only report the E
= 0 case, the slope of Dr2 calculated at longer time is proportional
to the diffusion coefficient of the corresponding ions, D (Methods
section). In our MD simulations, we only observe diffusion of the
iodide ions (Fig. 4d) which was reported to be the dominant
migrating ion species with the largest diffusion coefficient.50 At
room temperature, the diffusivity of the I atoms in the single
domain system is equal to 1.28 × 10−6 cm2 s−1. At zero electric
eld, the T= 300 K diffusivity of the iodide ions in the ferroelastic
twin domain system already increases by a factor of 2.4 as
compared to the single domain case. The reason for such an
increase in D is due to a reduction in the crystal symmetry and
appearance of a strain eld caused by the presence of the twin-
domain wall. We should note that in our simulations ionic
diffusion occurs homogeneously rather than in a concentrated
area around the TW (see Fig. S10†). However, due to the limitation
in the number of atoms that we can simulate, the width of the
simulated twin domains is quite small, i.e., only a few nanome-
ters. Interestingly, when a large electric eld bias of 5000 kV cm−1

is applied in the direction parallel to the TW, the ferroelastic twin
domain stretches signicantly along the same direction and the
diffusion coefficient of the iodide atoms increases up to 4.55 ×

10−6 cm2 s−1. This latter value is about 62% larger than estimated
in the same system at E = 0. The main reason for such a huge
room-temperature increase in D is the large eld-induced elon-
gation experienced by the lattice, an effect somehow equivalent to
applying a positive uniaxial stress51 that makes the volume avail-
able to the interstitials to increase noticeably (in fact, the diffusion
coefficient of the I ions along the electric eld direction turns out
to be 38% larger than calculated in the perpendicular direction,
Fig. S10†). By contrast, application of the same electriceld bias in
the single domain systemhas a negligible effect both on the lattice
dimensions and diffusion of the iodide ions. We argue, therefore,
that the observed electric eld-driven enhancement of I diffusivity
in the ferroelastic twin domain system is lattice mediated and
originally caused by the breaking of crystal symmetries at the twin
wall. Our ndings can be further extrapolated to suggest that the
reduced number of A-site cations that result in structural distor-
tion at the LTDs may cause a heightened susceptibility to
symmetry breaking, due to the presence of distorted structures.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2023
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Fig. 4 Field-induced ion migration and lattice distortion at ferroelastic twin domains. (a) Sketch of the initial ferroelastic twin-domain structure
considered in MD simulations in the absence of an electric field; the approximate location of the twin wall is indicated with a red line. (b) Sketch of
the ferroelastic twin domain structure when an external electric field is applied to the system; the approximate location of an iodine vacancy is
indicated with a red circle. (c) Field-induced strain along the electric field direction calculated for a single domain and ferroelastic twin-domain
system where the inset represents the enlarged area at lower electric fields. (d) Mean-squared displacement calculated at T = 300 K for a single
domain and ferroelastic twin-domain system under the action and absence of an electric field.
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To obtain insight into charge separation properties of the
twin domain system, we performed KPFM under illumination
(white LED and intensity of 0.3 W cm−2) which allows extraction
of the local surface photovoltage. Fig. 5a shows an illustration of
light-assisted KPFM experimental setup. The band diagram of
a perovskite layer with a metal AFM tip under illumination is
illustrated in Fig. 5b. The hole quasi-Fermi level of the perov-
skite and the tip is assumed to be in equilibrium, enabling
determination of the quasi-Fermi split to be probed via the tip
under illumination. Fig. 5c and d shows spatial CPD maps of
a domain that consists of both LTDs and HTDs in dark and
light, respectively. Overall CPD distribution in dark and light is
displayed in Fig. S11† which shows an increase in CPD upon
light illumination due to the hole accumulation at the top
surface. In the absence of free charge carriers (dark condition),
LTDs have lower CPD compared to HTDs as discussed in Fig. 3.
Upon illumination, the CPD at LTDs becomes relatively higher
compared to the HTDs. Surface photovoltage (SPV, CPDlight,
CPDdark) of the LTDs is plotted in orange-coloured bars in
Fig. 5e, which clearly indicates that the LTDs have higher SPV.
This suggests that more charge carriers have been separated
around the LTDs compared to the HTDs. We speculate that
more positively charged LTDs promote downward band
bending towards the LTDs and facilitates efficient charge
separation as illustrated in Fig. S12.†
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2023
To further verify the charge transport properties of the
domain structure, we performed c-AFM measurements under
illumination. Unlike KPFM which employs a non-contact mode,
the sample surface is in contact with the AFM tip in c-AFM set-
up. In principle, the charge carriers that are generated and
separated at the TiO2/perovskite interface can dri (i.e.,
a current ows) and can be collected by a gold-coated AFM tip.
In this conguration, electrons are collected at the contact of
the FTO and holes are collected by the AFM tip which is illus-
trated in Fig. S13a.† Using this technique, spatial photocurrent
maps are obtained. A typical intensity dependent I–V curve
measured by the c-AFM setup is shown in Fig. S13b† where
more negative currents are detected upon a higher intensity of
light illumination. Fig. 5f and g show a topography map and the
corresponding photocurrent map. In the topography map,
domain patterns within grains can be observed and the
photocurrent map exhibits clear difference between LTDs and
HTDs. Fig. 5h shows the proles of the current and height
change in white lines drawn in Fig. 5f and g. As can be seen,
negatively higher current areas coincide with lower topography,
which implies that the charge collection is higher at the LTDs
compared to the HTDs. It is interesting to note that the GBs
exhibit almost no photocurrent compared to inner grains or
domains. From our previous work on the single composition
MAPbI3 perovskite, we observed that both SPV and
J. Mater. Chem. A, 2023, 11, 16743–16754 | 16749
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Fig. 5 Surface photovoltage and photocurrent maps. (a) Schematic illustration of KPFM experimental setup on perovskite layers under illumi-
nation. (b) Band diagram for an illuminated perovskites with the cantilever where Ef,n and Ef,p are the electron and hole quasi-Fermi levels,
respectively. CPD spatial maps in (c) dark and (d) under illumination. (e) CPD profiles of HTDs and LTDs in dark and light (black line in (c) and (d)). (f)
Topography and (g) the corresponding photocurrent map. (h) Line profile of current and height of the white line in (f and g).
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photocurrent were higher at the GBs.15 The mixed composition
in this work would have non-uniform distribution of both
cations and halides that results in bandgap uctuation.14,52 One
possibility is that GBs have larger bandgap due to Br segregation
that locally enlarges the bandgap and results in higher SPV with
lower photocurrent. From the KPFM and c-AFM results, we
obtain statistic data of SPV and photocurrent at grains with
domains and without domains (see Fig. S14†). Both the SPV and
photocurrent is found to be higher for the grains with domains,
indicating an enhanced charge separation and collection. While
our results indicate the positive charge transport properties, it is
noteworthy that different compositions and fabrication condi-
tions can affect the domain properties. The mixed composition
OHPs possess a variety of advantages such as tuning of bandgap
and optical properties, our results clearly suggest that both
structural and compositional heterogeneity exist in the domain
system, which can manipulate the charge transport properties,
thereby, device performance.
Conclusions

In summary, we have successfully visualized ferroelastic twin
domains in mixed halide perovskites using AFM topography
image and PFM amplitude response, as well as photo-induced
16750 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2023, 11, 16743–16754
force microscopy. While grain boundaries in halide perov-
skites are known to be a predominant channel for ion
migration, our result reveals that the domain system also
provides a conned preferential tunnel for the ion migration.
The observed domains include narrow (lower height) and
wide domains (higher height) that exist alternately. We
further investigate the chemical composition of the domain
structure using PiFM. Our results reveal an alternating
segregation of FA+ and MA+ cations along with the domain
structures. In addition, KPFM measurements in dark reveal
that the CPD values are alternating along LTDs (lower CPD)
and HTDs (higher CPD), as consequences of structural and
chemical difference between the domains. BV-dependent
KPFM images show that LTDs act as a migration tunnel for
the mobile ions. MD simulations suggest that the origin of
such an electric eld enhancement of the ionic conductivity is
related to the centrosymmetry breaking at the twin domain
walls, which makes the system locally piezoelectric and
consequently mechanically susceptible and responsive to
electric bias. In turn, the resulting electric eld induced
stretching of the perovskite lattice facilitates the diffusion of
mobile ions. Importantly, our photovoltage maps reveal that
the SPV is relatively higher at the LTDs as compared to HTDs.
Also, photocurrent maps using c-AFM conrm that the
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2023
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photocurrent is exceptionally higher at these LTDs compared
to grain boundaries. Our studies reveal that despite the
presence of enhanced ion migration along the LTDs, the
domain structure remains stable. Our ndings indicate that
the local electronic properties within the domain pattern can
be effectively manipulated through enhanced ion migration,
thereby impacting the local charge transport properties. This
result has signicant implications for the understanding and
design of nanoscale domains in halide perovskite materials
for use in electronic applications. Our study suggests that
efficient charge separation and collection at LTDs can
contribute to enhanced device performance. We believe that
our observations will rouse up the engineering of controlled
domain properties to improve perovskite solar cell
performance.
Methods
Materials

All chemicals were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, Alfa Aesar
and Lumtec (Luminescence Technology Corp.) and used
without further purication. HC(NH2)2I were synthesized by
reacting 15 g formamidine acetate and 30 ml HI (57 wt% in
water) in 100 ml ethanol at 0 °C for 2 hours with stirring. The
precipitate was recovered by using a rotary evaporator at 50 °C
for 1 hour. White crystals were obtained by washing with
diethyl ether followed by recrystallization with ethanol.
CH3NH3Br was synthesized by reacting 11 ml methylamine
solution (33 wt% in water) and 10 ml HBr (48 wt% in water) in
100 ml ethanol at 0 °C for 2 hours with stirring. The precip-
itate was recovered by using a rotary evaporator at 50 °C for 1
hour. White crystals were obtained by washing with diethyl
ether followed by recrystallization with ethanol.

To prepare 1.2 M HC(NH2)2PbI3 (or CH3NH3Br3) solution,
the prepared HC(NH2)2I (or CH3NH3Br) was mixed with PbI2 (or
PbBr2) in dimethylformamide (DMF) : dimethyl sulfoxide
(DMSO) mixed solvent (4:1 volume ratio) at room temperature.
For the solution of (HC(NH2)2PbI3)0.85(CH3NH3PbBr3)0.15,
prepared HC(NH2)2PbI3 and CH3NH3Br3 solution are mixed
with the corresponding volume ratio. For the perovskite solu-
tion used for this study, extra PbI2 (5 mol% to HC(NH2)2PbI3)
was mixed with the prepared (HC(NH2)2PbI3)0.85(-
CH3NH3PbBr3)0.15 solution and heated at 60 °C for 30 min.
Solar cell fabrication

A dense blocking layer of TiO2 (bl-TiO2) was deposited by spray
pyrolysis using 20 mM titanium diisopropoxide bis(acetylacet-
onate) solution at 450 °C on the clean FTO glass (TEC8) with
metal grid for large area device. On top of the bl-TiO2 layer,
150 mg ml−1 of mesoporous TiO2 paste (m-TiO2, Dyesol 30 NR-
D) in ethanol was spin-coated at 5000 rpm (acceleration of
2000 rpm s−1) for 10 s. Then, the substrates were annealed at
100 °C for 10 min followed by sintering at 500 °C for 30 min.

The prepared perovskite solution was spun at 2000 rpm
(acceleration of 200 rpm s−1) and 6000 rpm (acceleration of
2000 rpm s−1) for 10 s and 30 s, respectively. During the last
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2023
20 s of the second spin-coating step, the anti-solvent chloro-
benzene was drop-casted (110–688 ml). The perovskite lm
was dried on a hot plate at 100 °C for 20 min. A solution of
spiro-OMeTAD containing 72.3 mg spiro-OMeTAD, 17.5 ml of
a 520 mg ml−1 lithium bis(triuoro-methylsulphonyl)imide
in acetonitrile and 31.2 ml of 4-tert-butylpyridine in 1 ml
chlorobenzene was spin-coated on the perovskite/m-TiO2/bl-
TiO2/FTO substrate at 2000 rpm (acceleration of 1200 rpm
s−1) for 20 s. All lms on m-TiO2 were prepared in a nitrogen
lled glovebox. A gold electrode was deposited by thermal
evaporation.

Characterization methods

The PFM measurements were performed using a commercial
AFM system (AIST-NT SmartSPM 1000) under ambient condi-
tions at room temperature. Nitrogen gas was used for cleaning
sample surfaces before measurements. PFM images were taken
on the surface of the lms aer they were cleaned with nitrogen
gas using Pt-coated (HQ:CSC 37/PT, mmasch, force constant, k=
0.8 N m−1) Si cantilevers that possesses a range of resonance
frequencies from 30 to 55 kHz for AFM and PFM. AC bias (1500–
2000mV) was applied to the PFM tips, the lowest one among the
resonance peaks was chosen. All PFM data was obtained with
out-of-plane and in-plane amplitude and phase maps at the
same scan. Light sources were blocked for dark conditions.
Tuneable white LED light sources that are not ltered were used
for illumination at an intensity of 0.3–0.5 W cm−2. DC bias was
applied towards the tip or sample. c-AFM and KPFM measure-
ments were carried out using diamond-coated conductive
probes (DCP20, force constant, k = 48 N m−1) possessing
a resonance frequency of 420 kHz or gold-coated conductive
probes (HQ:NSC36/CR-AU, force constant, k = 1 N m−1) pos-
sessing a resonance frequency of 90 kHz. A scan rate of 1 Hz is
used with 256 × 256 pixels. Note that the used KPFM detection
scheme is the amplitude modulated mode, AM-KPFM.

X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns were measured using
a PANalytical Xpert Materials Research diffractometer system
with Cu Ka radiation source (l = 0.1541 nm) at 45 kV and 40
mA.

The J–Vmeasurements were performed using a solar cell I–V
testing system from Abet Technologies, Inc. (using class AAA
solar simulator and Keithley 2400 source meter) under an illu-
mination power of 100 mW cm−2 with an 0.03 cm2.

MD simulations

MD (MD) simulations were performed in the (N,P,T) and
(N,V,T) ensembles with the LAMMPS code.53 The pressure and
temperature in the system were kept uctuating around a set-
point value by using thermostatting and barostatting tech-
niques in which some dynamic variables are coupled to the
particle velocities and simulation box dimensions. The
interactions between ions were modelled with the MYP clas-
sical interatomic potential recently developed by Mattoni and
co-workers.47,48 We employ a large simulation box containing
92 256 atoms (equivalent to 7688 CH3NH3PbI3 formula units),
and apply periodic boundary conditions along the three
J. Mater. Chem. A, 2023, 11, 16743–16754 | 16751
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Cartesian directions. Without any loss of generality, the
dimensions of the simulation supercell containing the initial
90° ferroelastic TD geometry are equal to 547.351 Å × 270.526
Å × 12.37 Å, with the domain wall oriented along the Carte-
sian direction y = [010]; in this way, the size of the ferroelastic
domains along one direction perpendicular to their boundary
can be made reasonably large while keeping the computa-
tional cost of the accompanying simulations within afford-
able limits.

Newton's equations of motion were integrated by using the
customary Verlet algorithm with a time-step length of 1 fs. The
typical duration of a MD run was of 1000 ps. A particle–particle–
particle–mesh k-space solver was used to compute long-range
van der Waals and Coulomb interactions beyond a cut-off
distance of 12 Å at each time step. For the calculation of ionic
diffusion coefficients at T = 300 K, we introduced a 1%
concentration of iodine vacancies randomly distributed within
the system.

To analyse the superionic transport properties of CH3NH3-
PbI3, we computed the corresponding diffusion coefficient, D,
and mean-squared displacement, Dr2(t). The diffusion coeffi-
cient is dened as:

D ¼ lim
t/N

D
jriðtþ toÞ � riðtoÞj2

E

6t
;

where ri(t)is the position of themigrating ion labeled as i at time
t,to, an arbitrary time origin, and h.i denotes average over time
origins and particles.54 Meanwhile, the mean-squared
displacement of each ionic species is dened as:

hDri2(t)i = hjri(t + to) − ri(to)j2i.

In our MD simulations, the orthorhomic Pnma phase
transitates to a tetragonal I4/mcm phase at a temperature
close to 150 K. When this transition occurs, the twin domain
boundary disappears from the system. Consequently, it is not
possible to study the ionic diffusion properties of the 90°
ferroelastic TD system at room temperature (neither of the
orthorhombic SD system). In order to avoid the disappear-
ance of the twin domain wall from the system, we rst per-
formed (N,P,T) simulations at a safely low temperature of 50
K, considering either null or nite electric elds; subse-
quently, we xed the positions of the organic molecules and
the volume of the system, V, and increased the temperature all
the way up to room temperature. The iodine and lead ions
were set free to move at all times and temperatures. In this
way, we were able to constrain the presence of the twin
domain wall in our room-temperature MD simulations.
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